Case study:

Boosting the recruitment
Pharmnet delivered 2,5-times more subjects

Study objective
To demonstrate the superiority of the new IMP
against the one standard treatment administered
as a primary VTE prevention in subjects with acute
DVT/PE Study recruitment specification

Globally planned
recruitment (estimate):
Globally recruited:

27 countries
2000 subjects
2866 subjects (recruitment
was outcome event driven)

Pharmnet commitment:

100 subjects (3.33 %)

Pharmnet recruitment
delivery:

256 subjects (8.93 %)

Pharmnet services: Project Management, Regulatory, Monitoring within the Czech Republic (study
conducted in 27 countries)

Starting point

… CRO capabilities and experience to be
able to handle the situation…
Knowledge of the local milieu allowed Pharmnet to
identify additional sites in regional hospitals immediately. The sites were visited, and regulatory packages prepared within four weeks. It took place in two
waves: first in June 2007 and again, at the Sponsor‘s request, in March 2008. Due to Pharmnet´s experience in negotiations with the regulatory authorities, ethics committees, hospital management and
other stakeholders, Pharmnet was able to initiate the
first new site in 13 weeks after the regulatory submission. The client‘s needs were successfully met
as the global recruitment recovered due to a significant contribution of the Czech Republic.
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A global Sponsor approached Pharmnet with a list of
10 sites, mostly university hospitals, to be opened in
the trial with a planned recruitment period of 2 years.
On-site evaluation visits of the listed sites revealed
a hesitation to participate in 3 of them; nevertheless,
2 of these sites were finally opened.

It is all about the continuous understanding
of project needs…

Percentage of the country recruitment target

Global coverage:

the Czech Republic and after discussion with the
Sponsor agreed on the implementation of new sites.
Moreover, Pharmnet CRAs provided an ongoing assistance to sites already opened to maintain them as
active as possible.
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Due to the slower recruitment at some of the sites
abroad and knowing the size of the potentially eligible population, Pharmnet proactively prepared
an executive summary on the further options in
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